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Reflections on When I was Younger

By “Puma O” Omar Robertson
ne of the most important lessons I learned in AVP was to try to resolve
conﬂicts by reaching common ground. For far too many years, my life has
been all about me and what I wanted out of life. Too little time was spent
on the wants and needs of others.
When I was younger, I would berate my mother if I didnʼt get the exact toy or
food that I wanted, even if I was
taking it away from my younger
brothers. As I grew older, I
started to steal from people to get
what I wanted. This behavior is
what led me down a destructive
road that led to prison.
Today, AVP has provided
me with a newfound respect
for my family, my
community and myself.
For the ﬁrst time in
my life, I am able to see
beyond what I want. I
can put myself into my
motherʼs shoes and see
how she had so little to
provide for my siblings
and me. Reﬂecting back
on my life, I see how
bad she had it and how
my lack of respect for
her led to my destructive
behavior. The people that
I victimized had worked
hard to provide for their
families, not for me to take
it all away from them.
AVP has taught me
to seek common ground
with other people within
my community. AVP and
its Transforming Power
model has taught me to
build community based
on honesty, respect and
caring. The Reﬂections Exercise provided me
with an opportunity to enhance
my self-respect and my respect for others. Life is not all about what I want; we all
have wants and needs. By working together, we can achieve peace in our lives.

O

Gang Members Change in Sing Sing Support Groups
By Bold Bashar. Sayyed Bashar
VP created the Wednesday evening Support Groups in 2008 to challenge
the youth and gang members to seek change mentally and physically
instead of targeting and shunning them. The AVP facilitating team invited
the gang members and youth to attend our initial Support Group, assuring them of
our honesty, trust, non-judgment and understanding.

A

The Task

Within our Support Groups, everyone listens and earns each otherʼs respect,
bringing forth courage and inspiration to share their individual views, wants and
desires to better themselves. We focus on communication without pointing a
ﬁnger at who or what is wrong, which frees all participants to develop a mature
understanding of every participant and facilitator's feelings.
Many individuals consider it a difﬁcult task--or simply a waste of time-- to be
Continued on page 2
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in a prison environment with a room full of young gang members and afﬁliates
who have or have had violent tendencies. But with the ongoing progress of every
Support Group, AVP Sing Sing has proven the doubters wrong again. We challenge
the youth--whether they are a gang member or not--to express their feelings in an
open and respectful way, which creates a nurturing and sustainable environment
that provides growth and development within themselves to carry with them into
society.

The Results

We believe this process results in “community building, along with personal
growth and development.” Within our groups we also focus on discussing "what
ifs…” relative to past acts, which touch on issues that have led some of us down
destructive paths, which provides us today with better decision-making skills and
options for the future. We continue to strive towards overcoming our failure to
admit that we have done something wrong. We focus on taking a good look at our
lives so we can prevent falling into the abyss of our anger, violent behavior and
poor decision making that has, in the past, left us powerless. Our sole focus with
youth is to empower them to make better constructive decisions, to be open to their
options and to move forward, knowing they can change for the better.

Transformations

Being effective is internal and an individualʼs foundation. Doing so as a team
with a group full of gang afﬁliates and members has created a positive driving
force with AVP—beyond what we originally intended it to be. The Wednesday
Graphic Design: Four Winds Graphics evening Support Groups started with, “Why is there so much violence?” Today,
we can admit that from the beginning of 2008 until the present, AVP Sing Sing can
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AVP Sing Sing commends all of the youth who have participated in and
supported all of our Wednesday evening Support Groups. We thank them for
meeting our challenge, proving the doubters wrong for targeting them. We also
thank all of the community volunteers who come to Sing Sing week after week to
support our mission and help with the transformation of those who will be returning
to the community we all share.
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new facilitators
Effective immediately, Transformer subscriptions or changes to the National Data
Base go to Toby Laverty
5202 Foothill Blvd, Oakland CA 94601-5431
510-866-1224 transformer@avpusa.org
Changes to the National Data Base or addition of new facilitators go to Toby at:
data@avpusa.org
Make checks payable to AVP/USA or go to www.avpusa.org
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Mentoring Youth

By Lamont Bryant
ith an alarming number of youth
coming into these prisons,
it is imperative that some kind of
mechanism is incorporated to assist
them in making their transition into
prison and, better yet, a transition out
of prison. There is a need for older
brothers in the facility to "step their
game up" and begin mentoring to these
young men, living out the old African
adage, “It takes a village to raise a
child."
The members of the Youth
Awareness Program (YAP) have come
together hoping to restore cohesiveness
within this prison environment. By
reaching out to these young men,
educating them about their self worth
and the worth of life in general, we
hope to help young people externalize
their humanity. By so doing, we
believe we can break the stereotypical
assumption that our youth are lost and
without emotions or dreams.
I remember when I ﬁrst came to
prison. I was 18 years old, and most
of the older cats were doing their
own thing. They pretty much did not
want anything to do with adolescents.
Therefore, we were left to our own
devices, which were limited and
conﬁned to spinning around the
yard aimlessly, with no real sense of
direction.
The dudes I hung out with did not
have any real aspirations. Our value
system was twisted because we did
not know any better at that time. We
thought we knew everything. As time
went on, I began to see things with a
new perspective. Things that I once
was confused about began to make
sense.
Nowadays, I make it my business
to reach out to the youth that are
entering the prison system by being
as accessible as possible and assisting
them with any concerns they may have.
As a result, we now have a network of
young incarcerated men on the come
up.
“Itʼs something positive for people
like me to mature [meaning, get wiser]
as I grow,” said John Cruz (21 years
old).
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Open Letter to Young People

P

By Rashan Smalls
eace to my brothers and sisters. Sixteen years ago, at the age of 17, I
made a split-second decision, altering the course of my life and the
16-year-old boy I murdered. I destroyed his life and mine as well. Two
lives were ruined by a decision I made. He remains dead underground,
and I live buried beneath the bars of incarceration. I say buried because, since
my arrest and conviction for murder, I have served nearly 15 years of an imposed
25-year sentence. Over the years, I have felt that my prison sentence is a virtual
death sentence. The stressing weight of imprisonment constrains not only with
stones and metal bars but also through the broken dreams, misguided decisions,
lack of self-esteem, soulless politics and misplaced values that have led to my
incarceration.
In retrospect, my life demonstrates many of the currently prevailing conditions
and circumstances that are causes of incarceration. Like many of you, I have
witnessed many things while growing up in my “hood” that negatively shaped my
early years and teenage experiences. Family inﬂuences seemed to affect me most.
In my home, I watched helplessly as my mother struggled with a “crack” addiction
and domestic violence abuse. Her pain and suffering became my badge of shame.
It became a festering sore for me that just would not heal. It seemed that when she
lost her ﬁght with drugs, she had also lost her love for me and, in turn, I seemed
to have lost my love for her. I allowed the pain I felt to fuel my anger. Feeling
disconnected from her love, I began to perform poorly in school and eventually
dropped out. I then hit the streets hard.
My destructive love affair with the streets guided me to a life of crime. Smoking
weed, drinking alcohol, robbing and stealing became my way of life. Murder
marked my point of no return. I did not know the name of the young black boy I
murdered. I never saw his face. I made a decision to take his life because I valued
neither his life nor mine. Not having an image of his face in my mind so that
my soul could issue forth an apology adds to the pain and remorse I feel for the
terrible consequences of my actions. Not knowing what he looked like is part of
that festering sore that will not heal and a regret I face daily.
daily It will forever live as
the saddest regret of my life!
I wish I could start all over again. However, I have learned the hard way that
some wishes cannot come true. I have spent my entire adult life behind bars-- far
removed from my family, loved ones and simple things I took for granted. I face
the daily reality that I could die behind these bars. When I look around this prison,
I see mostly young Black and Latino men. Every year, the faces appear younger,
and the length of their sentences gets longer. What links most of us–besides
skin color–is the way we tragically and misguidedly viewed and thought about
ourselves. We failed to see the value of our lives.
I wonder now how things might have been different had I valued life more-mine and that of the young man whose life I took. I want to pose some serious
questions to you, the reader, for you to reﬂect on. Is it someone or something that
gives you value? What do you think about yourself? Do you love yourself?
Today, I love my mother and myself more than ever! This remains the reason
why I now thrive and continue to prepare myself for the day when I can earn my
release from prison. To me, self-love and value carry far more importance in my
life than the negative opinions others may have about me and that I used to have
about myself. My self-esteem motivates me to achieve excellence. Presently, I am
a college student working hard towards a Bachelorʼs degree in Behavioral Science.
My goals, especially the educational ones, have helped me to put my life in order.
We do not have to experience prison to realize our value. It's important that you
see your potential, give love and value to yourself and others and, lastly, believe
that anything is possible! Peace!
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Working as a Team

By Cynthia MacBain, Sing Sing (Revised 2011 by Relaxed Robert Rose)
he AVP Basic Manual provides directions for team building, for developing an agenda for a workshop and for leading speciﬁc
exercises. Our goal here at Sing Sing does not deal with the “why.”
All of the written directions are guidelines – structures that will provide an “anchor" we can use to start from as we each develop
our individual styles. The complicating factor is that as we begin to develop our individual style, we have to remain conscious that
we will be working ALWAYS as a member of a team. When we deviate from the structure of an exercise that the manual provides,
we need to share our new approach with our team so they do not think you simply are confused about directions and step in to
“help” and end up confusing the participants.
We are NEVER leading an exercise alone; you may be giving the directions and have “center stage.” But you are never alone. So,
how does a team always remain a team? Not by just NOT getting in each otherʼs way, but actually by supporting and aiding the
team member leading a speciﬁc exercise, rap or decision
We have discovered that the way the team makes decisions BEFORE you start the workshop is important, so we strive to
incorporate the following into our team-building process:
1. Together, the team develops the overall theme or goal of the Basic Workshop: (See Manual- Agenda section)
2. Together, the team develops themes for each session. Themes for these sessions are sequential “steps" toward the goals,
theme or objective of the whole workshop.
3. Together, the team chooses exercises (learning experiences) which will help the participants achieve
awareness and understanding of the themes of each session.
What this all means is that the members of the team will be able to grasp the following:
a. What we are doing
b. Why we are doing it
c. How we are doing it
Some “rules” that help the process along:
1. Post the themes of the entire workshop. Go over them with the participants so that the participants can grasp clearly where
we are headed and why the answers arenʼt coming in the ﬁrst session but will emerge gradually.
2. Refer to that outline of themes as the team prepares the speciﬁc exercises for each session. When we include an exercise,
the team and the lead facilitator must know what the participants are supposed to get out of it, and the discussion questions
we put forth after the exercise is concluded should be designed to draw that understanding out of the participants.
Once our team has decided on the exercises for a particular session and we have worked together to revise/adapt them for
a speciﬁc “session,” we decide who is to facilitate which exercise. As a facilitator of a speciﬁc exercise, he or she is not only
responsible for knowing the what, why and how of the exercise but also for working it out with the other team members as to what
part(s) they play during the exercise they are leading.
3. Decide what help is needed from the other members of the team. Do we need someone to:
a. Take part in the exercise so that each participant has a partner?
b. Sit as observer of one of the small groups working on a task?
c. Sit next to someone who has trouble following directions or staying on task?
d. Be prepared with some “leading” comment? (For example, when brainstorming what violence is and participants seem
to be naming only physical violence, to ask if violence can ever be other than physical.)
e. Pass out pencils, record comments on a posted sheet of paper?
f. Keep track of time and signal you when the discussion should be brought to a close?
Remember: No member of the team is ever “on vacation” at any time during a workshop. Everyone is responsible for the group
at all times. One person may be center stage while giving directions, but all of the other members of the team are constantly alert,
ready to step in (with a question, not a correction, if possible). If a lead facilitator is giving directions and fumbles or forgets an
important part during the exercise, be “tuned in” to what is happening in the process of the exercise and the discussion afterwards.
Cynthia MacBain recalls that being “tuned in” was brought home to her in a lesson she will never forget that was brought to her
attention by a participant who eventually became the Coordinator for AVP facilitators at Sing Sing. I had noticed that ﬁrst day that
there were a few men who seemed to be competing with one another by using “big words” during discussions. I also noticed the
second day that three of the Spanish-dominant participants had brought Spanish-English dictionaries. What I hadnʼt done was “put
two and two together.” This facilitator approached me during the break that second morning and asked to speak with me. He asked
me if I had noticed the dictionaries. Then he explained to me that the Spanish-dominant participants had brought them because
they were feeling intimidated during discussions by the men who were using vocabulary they could not understand.
Our team should have been more alert–not to what was being said but to what was being unsaid. We were able to correct the
situation, thanks to a sensitive participant.
Unless a team member is speciﬁcally assigned the task of becoming a participant, he or she should never act as a participant.
We DONʼT provide answers; we provide leading questions that will stimulate thought so that the answers come from the
participants.
We DONʼT become involved in the topic being discussed so that we lose sight of our responsibilities as facilitators: to hear what is
coming out of the group discussion and be prepared with questions, to observe who is participating and who is not and to watch the
time and communicate to the facilitator leading the discussion if it needs closure.
REMEMBER! Donʼt hesitate to close a discussion while it is still lively. You can ALWAYS come back to it. If there are unresolved
issues, make a point of writing them in question form on the “Unanswered Questions” sheet.

T
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Ten behaviors to practice after completing an AVP workshop

By Relaxed Robert Rose
fter completing an AVP workshop, all participants are invited to participate in our weekly support groups
(Multigenerational and Fatherhood), led by members of the facilitating teams and community volunteers. AVP Sing Sing
believes that when an individual completes a workshop, we donʼt want them to be left without an opportunity to practice their
newly acquired skills in Transforming Power. Therefore, we offer the following Ten Behaviors as help along the way.
1BE RESPECTFUL. Remember that you are a man, and men carry themselves respectfully. Saying “excuse me,” “please”
and “thank you” can yield signiﬁcant results. Respectful conduct can open many doors as well as close the doors to potentially
negative situations. Respect breeds respect. Establish a reputation as a respectful individual, and others will respect you.
Remember to respect and care about others.
CHOOSE YOUR FRIENDS WISELY. Association brings assimilation. We tend
2
to adopt the behaviors of the people we frequently associate with. Moreover, people
judge us by the company we keep. If your friends are grimy and unscrupulous,
people will think you are also. Remember to make friends who will support you
and support the best in them.
any, many people put hundreds
READ, READ, READ. Reading is an enjoyable way to pass the time. It is also a
3
of thousands of hours into
way of escaping to another world while expanding your mind. Read everything that
AVP around the world. Alan
you can--novels, magazines, newspapers, non-ﬁction books, inspirational books.
Taplow is more than just one of many.
Everything! Feed your mind with information and let it expand. Remember to risk
Alan stands out…for his commitment to
changing yourself.
WORK THE BODY. Establish a workout regime that will keep you ﬁt.. Good
whatever he takes on, for his skill and
4
health is essential to long life, so be conscious and careful about your health.
knowledge of whatever he is doing and
Working out is a constructive way to reduce stress and relieve tension. When
for his ability to look at each situation
youʼre stressed or someone else hits your vein (pushes your buttons), work it out
through the lens of experience.
by exercising. Remember to pause and give yourself time, before reacting. It will
Alan started out as a dedicated New
open you to Transforming Power.
Jersey facilitator. When closing the
PURSUE
FORMAL
EDUCATION.
Education
is
what
will
secure
your
future.
National Ofﬁce in Houston AVP/USA
5
Learn a vocational trade. Obtain a GED or college degree. Take advantage of your
desperately needed someone who could
time in ways that will beneﬁt you upon release. Donʼt count time; make time count. take over the AVP Distribution Center.
Remember not to rely on weapons, drugs or alcohol. They weaken you (us).
For eight years he became “the man,”
STAY CONNECTED WITH YOUR FAMILY (or at least the outside world).
6
eventually phasing out from facilitating.
Maintaining a link with the outside world is crucial when doing time. There is no
From developing systems in order to
connection more important than the one you have with your family. Usually, they
efﬁciently deliver manuals to laying
are your greatest supporters and have your best interest in mind. They will be the
them out after committee work was
bedrock of your sanity and a beacon during your darkest hours. You will not be in
done—we could always count on Alan.
prison forever; one day you will return home to them. Make sure you maintain a
He has the knack of knowing when
strong bond with them. Remember to be willing to suffer for what is important.
to leave, while people still love him.
DISCIPLINE YOURSELF. You are your own master; you can gain mastery over Giving plenty of notice, Alanʼs systems
7
yourself. Develop self-control so you are in charge of your actions. Discipline is
were passed on to the Minnesota pair
developed by consistently practicing. Practice ridding yourself of bad habits and
of Joann Perry and Terry Kayser. Alan
implementing good ones. Establish a sense of control over yourself so no one will
then took over the AVP database, the
be able to push your buttons. Remember to be patient and persistent.
AVP-L online discussion hosting and
SET REALISTIC SHORT- AND LONG-TERM GOALS. Nothing successful
8
Transformer subscriptions.
can be achieved without having a clearly deﬁned goal and a plan to achieve it. Set
Alan for many years has been the
a few short-term goals that pave the way toward a long-term goal. Then develop
“institutional memory” for AVP—
a plan to achieve the goal. Make sure your short-term goals are ones you can
always there for facilitators from around
accomplish and build on. Remember to expect the best.
the world who asked questions, the
STAY OFF THE GATE. Conversation on the gate is an invitation to trouble.
9
answer to which few had. Always there,
There is a time and place for conversing; the gate is not one of them! Learn when to
always willing and able to help—an
be quiet and when to speak. What you say on the gate becomes public knowledge.
invaluable resource for us all.
Keep your business to yourself and stay out of other peopleʼs business. Remember
Now he is moving on again. After
to listen before making judgments, trusting your inner sense of whatʼs needed.
making his reﬁnements, Alan is passing
CONDUCT DAILY INTROSPECTION. Assess the things you have done
10
his latest roles to Toby Laverty in
throughout each day. Commend yourself for the positive things as that builds selfCalifornia.
esteem and work on things that build your character. If you have offended or done
an injustice to someone, apologize and make amends. If you have done a good deed Thank you, Awesome Alan, for the
or helped someone silently, praise yourself and be humble. Daily introspection will thousands of hours you have given and
the lives you have touched while making
keep you focused and help you develop into all you can be.
AVP/USA what it is today.
Remember to build your own self-respect.

A

Thank you

Thank you,
Alan Taplow

M
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Transformation
through Art

A-Block
By Larry Costa

By Germain Santana
ermain Santana is a
self-taught illustration
artist of over 17 years,
born and raised in New York
City, Bronx. Initially learning
to draw from comic books,
he moved to drawing from
life, then from his imagination.
Though he began to develop his
skill as an illustrator at an early
age, his ability did not begin to fully
mature until his incarceration at the age
of 19. While in prison, Germain utilized
his time to develop not only his skill as an
artist but himself
as a person
as well. He
used his
art to express
the
transformation
of others and of himself. He has
used
his art for various
AVP projects
at Sing Sing.
He has
published
material
on

G

websites in magazines, on
novel covers, CD covers and
prison newsletters, all while
earning himself a GED, an
Associates Degree in Liberal
Arts, a Bachelorʼs Degree in
Behavioral Science and a host
of other educational and volunteer
program certiﬁcates. Germain was
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paroled in 2010;
he will work as
an illustrator for
anti-violence
projects in his
community.
e-mail:
samuelsantana@
optonline.net

Assaulted by smells
Of mass conﬁnement…..

My dwelling is crowded
But well organized
With learning experiences
That allow me to ride
The wings of time
As I travel to and fro
Expanding
My understanding
As I gather more info
About times past
And about times that be
See, Iʼve learned many
things
About the world around
me…
Like how I really feel
Living in
this hell
Itʼs disrupted
my senses
Can you hear
me yell?
Silently
As I move
about
See it in my
eyes?
See it in my
pout?
Iʼm yelling
'Cause living
in here is
Painful to
me
Open your
nose,
Your ears,
Wanna see?
Traversing this valley
Shadowed by death
Visions of cemeteries
Plague me
Cofﬁns sacked
Four levels high
Over 600
Positioned vertically
Lids removed
Replaced by bars
Open for all to see
Ways in which the dead
May live
In this elevated cemetery

Just think
Sour clothes that reek
Mix that with stinking feet
Add cages with odors
That seep through sheets
And underarms of
Sweaty men gone dry
Plus breath that smacks me
As I walk by
And I canʼt forget
How sick I get
When 400 men sit
And s#&t
At the same time
Okay, maybe itʼs just in
My mind.
But itʼs always
the time
My keepers
Count the
lines…
Of over 600 men
For whatever sin
Boxed and
housed
In this devilʼs
den
Itʼs driving me
crazy
There is no
doubt
At times
I just want to
scream
And shout
But I laugh out loud
To conceal the pain
Joke and play
Like itʼs all a game
Trying my best
To ignore the change
But the end result is
Iʼll never be the same
I guess thatʼs life
For the living dead
Drowning in silent tears
I canʼt shed
Just enduring the sorrow
When the moon comes out
As it shatters the silence
In my head
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